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BangUtot
Concert
Cancelled
Poster Found
Offensive
by Craig Tlmberg

The College Voice

by Jacqueline Sot.eropoulos
News Editor

The Student Government Association Assembly passed thefirst in
what could be a series of proposals
intended to "strengthen student organizations and,advance student intrests."

The legislation, sponsored by
John Maggiore, '91, house senator
of Lazrus, is part of a package entitled "Blueprint for the 90's."
Maggiore believes the 'Blueprint'

is a means to "insure" thelong-tenn
progress of Connecticut College

Defiantly circumventing an administrative de-

cree, the irreverent campus band Bang Utot played
student government.
"I see Connecticut College in a to a crowd of about 40 people who pressed into
period of transition," Maggiore told
Assembly members.
"I believe that there is a need for
greated efficiency, effectiveness,
direction, and year-to-year cohesiveness for Student Government,"
he said.
The first step of the 'Blueprint' is
thecreationof an Ad-Hoc Committee on Student Governance.
See Blueprint p.5

Abbey house living room Friday night. Trudy Flanery, coordinatorof student activities, cancelled their
scheduled concert in Larrabee dormitory to punish
the band for posting "obscene" advertisements for
the show around campus.
Many students objected to a flyer that reprinted a
poster commissioned by Andy Warhol to publicize
his movie "Chelsea Girls," said Flanery.
The print depicted a nude woman silting with her
legs spread open, with several rows of windows
superimposed on her chest and stomach. An open

.Bang Utot Poster, an An y Warhol CommlssioDa

door with the words "Chelsea Hotel" hung above it covered the woman's crotch.
Flanery met with the band Friday, and decided to cancel
that night's show to give band members time "for them to
think about" the advertisement.
"I thought it would be better for the whole community,"
~;BangUtotp.6
;

Intruders Break Into Hale Laboratory
Features

p.4

Time to Return to
Numerical Professor
Evaluations?

A. & E.

p.8·9

Art Review:
"The Landscape as
Sire and Sight," by
Ted Hendrickson
Movie Review:
"Driving Miss Daisy"

Comics

p.IO

chair, "the Police classify it right
now as criminal mischief."
v_
Brancbini was called in at 3
am. to survey the damage.
According to Branchini, the
Intruders broke infOHale Lab0ratory early Saturday morning, Laboratory Office, Room 201,
breaking several windows and a bad beenentered, and the window
lock on a storage room door. on the office door sbattered. The
However, nothing else was de- intruders attempted to enter a
stroyed and nothing bas yet found stockroom, damaged a wire door
to a storage room, and broke out
to be missing.
When Campus Safety checked the window of the east ground
the building around 11:30 p.m. floor Organic Prep area, Room
Friday, nothing unusual was no- 113.
"Everything is there," Branchticed, however, when an officer
ini said, noting that expensive
returned at 2:25 a.m. signsofforced
balances were not stolen.
entry were found.
Vicki Fontoeau, visiting inThe New London Police were
called, and according to Bruce struCtor of cbemistty, also noted
See Hale Break·1D po 7
Branchini, cbemistry department
by Jacqueline SotenJp<MIIoo
The College

Hale Laboratory

Students March On State Capitol for Choice
by Craig Tlmberg
The College Voke

..Horton Hears a Who"
lands Opus in Harie
Krishna Vegie Cafe

Sports p.1l-12

Conn Swimmers
Beat Salem State

Drizzly sleet dampened Sunday's pro-choice rally on the front
lawn of the state capitol. Few
Connecticut College students
joined the approximately 3,000
people who trudged through the
dirty orange slush of Hartford
streets to demonstrate their support
for abortion rights and free access
to birth control.
The Associated Press reported
that organizers had expected
10,000.
The soaked raJlyers converted
their "Official Pro-Choice Unification Garment of 'The Pink Sea'''-hot pink plastic body tubes-onto
makeshift rain hats as they chanted

slogans, listened to speeches, and choices [abortion] ...then frankly,
dodged puddles in front of the any other issue of democratic
Gothic state capitol building. A choice is at risk."
Karen Joyce, '92, the Phillip
New Haven visual artist designed
Goldberg intern at the women's
"The Pink Sea" theme to express
center, blamed the weak turnout on
the common voice of the movepoor pubment.
licity and
State
the foul
Represenweather.
tative Jay
"I would
. Levin, '73,
h a v e
(D-New
thought
London)
m 0 r e
was among
w 0 u 1d
about 20
='---------' come.t'she
stale politicians who attended the event. "The said, estimating that 20 or fewer
whole issue of choice is an elemen- . Connecticut College students attary and basic principle of our tended the event. As many as 100
democracy," said Levin. "If you Connecticut College students at·
can invade the most intimate of tended last April's pro-choice/

ERA rally in Washington D.C.
One student who braved the
weather, Heather Wolpert, '93,
emphasized the diversity of the
raJIyers. "It's going to affect everyone, and I want to bave a hand in
what's going to affect my future
and in my kids future, when I want
kids," Wolpert said.
About I00 abortion opponents
lined up across the street from the
state house, holding pictures of
mutilated fetuses and signs that
said, "We love life," "Save the
babies," and "Christian nation, not
condom nation."

Elisa Roller, '93, responded to
anti-abortionist's criticisms, saying, "They say that they don't want
to kill babies, but they're killing
women instead."

VIEWPOINT

Funds for Charity Stolen: Part II
Letter to the Voice:
The Class of 1990 has been the proud sponsor of several charity events this academic year. During the first
week of December we held an Aerobathon and obtained over $800 in pledges. For three hours students of
Connecticut College put their bodies to the lest to raise money for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
It is the first week of the second semester and already there have been several thefts on campus. Unfortunately,
one of those thefts occured in the room of an Aerobathon participant, and almost $200 dollars in pledge money
was taken. Once again money that was donated towards a worthy cause was stolen (i.e. Pennies for AIDS).
I can only feel sympathy towards this person who feels that he/she is justified in taking from others, and even
more sadly from the needy. Multiple Sclerosis is a disease which effects the central nervous system of
approximately 200 adults every week, most of whom are between theagesof20 and 40. This money would have
assisted the MS Society in thier effort to find the cause, prevention, better treatement and cure for peeple wtih
MS. I can only hope that one day this person will come to the realization ofhislheractions
and donate the money
to MS to help them continue to help others.
This is the second letter of this type that I have written to the Voice and I sincerely hope that it will bemy last.
Sincerely,
Tracey Vallarta, '90
Senior Class President
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Voice Cited for Lax Distribution
The last issue of the Voice I saw was dated November 7,1989. It was not delivered to my door in JA.lnslead,
I picked it up outside the Voice office one day when I happened to be on the second floor of Cro.
At our dorm meeting last night, we learned that the Voice has not been delivered to most peeple in my dorm,
including the housefellow, for several months. One person I talked to actually thought issues were no longer being
printed! Wh~n I spoke with friends who live in other dorms, I was told that many peeple either do not regularly
receive a copy of the paper or, if they do, it arrives several days late.
I suspect that! am not the only student who is updated on many issues by this publication. Many of the articles
are of interest to me not only on an individual level, but also with respect to club and class activities in which I
may not be involved.
Surely it is nota Iackoffunding which prevents effective distribution of The College Voice. Please remedy this
situation.
Sincerely,
Cait Goodwin, '90

Publisher's note: TheCollege Voice acknowledges Ms. Goodwin's criticism and agrees that distribution during
thefirst semester was inconsistent 10 some dormitories. Measures havebeen taken to ensure proper distribution
for the second semester. If you are not receiving papers, please call the Voice at Ext. 7236.
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CONNTHOUGHT
The Plight of Biffthe Bartender
by Nicbolas Holahan
House Senator of Burdick

Last spring I decided to apply to
be a bartender. I thought it would
be an easy, enjoyable way to make
some money and to do some light
socializing.
How could I have
known that even people, whom I
considered friends, would turn into
slobbering belligerent warthogs
when deprived of their desired tidal
flood of alcohol. Astounding as
this was, it did not prepare me for
the profound ignorance, or perhaps
abuse of, the alcohol policy. OK,
so not everyone reads the "C"
book; this is somewhat understandable. However, when there is
a sign at the bar which plainly and
precisely describes the policy, I
could only hope the average student would be capable of adhering
tothesigns'instructions.
Unfortunately this does not occur.
This being the case I will try to
explain the policy and its reasons
here, in the hopes that some of this
will be understood and maybe even
followed.
One must show Connecticut
College !D every time one goes
through the beer line. If one has a
guest that person must obtain a
Guest Pass (kept at the door of the
party) plus have-a valid !D.
The biggest gripe people have
with thispart ofthe policy is having
to pull out their !D every time they
want to drink. Admittedly, this is

an extremely difficult task and does
require careful practice, but there
are reasons for it Simply put, it
ensures that only people of legal
drinking age are being served. For
example, student X says to Biff, the
mild mannered bartender, "You
already carded me." Biff, who in
the last hour has seen a blur of three
hundred faces
and as many

!D's, says, "Oh
yeah.
Go
ahead."
This
happens a few
more

times.

Then, later that
night student X
is intoxicated,

legal drinking age, allows Alex to
pass without being carded. The
person behind Alex in the line noticesthatAlex was not carded. This
person becomes understandibly
irate when he is carded. He eloquentlyplies his case to Biff, "Why
do I get carded and not him? Jesus
H. Mother F-ing Christ, who do I

have

"...Jesus H. Mother
F-ing Christ, who
do I have to know to
get a beer around
here?"

is involved in a
car crash with
future-plantitf Y. Here is the interesting part. Who gets sued? If you
guessed student X you are wrong.
Most likely Biff will be paying off
the settlement for therestofhis life.
If it was a particularly nasty accident or if future-plantiff
Y is
greedy, then he/she will go after
Connecticut College. At the very
least the campus goes dry , at the
very worst (considering the size of
our endowment) the college goes
bankrupt
Example 2: Biff has a friend
whose name is Alex.
Alex's
twenty-first birthday was on a
brate it at a Thursday night event.
Biff, who knows that Alex is now of

A Mended
Prayer
Managing Editor

President Bush has been in office for just
over one year. He has advocated passage of
two Constitutional amendments. For thoseof
you not taking calculus, that's an average of
one every six months. If elected to a second
term he will certainly enter double digits and
ifhe can maintain this frenetic pace, may hit

sixteen.
This time the issue is prayer in schools. He

wants it.
Last time the issue was flag burning. He
didn't want that.
Every time the President comes across a
problem he wants to fix, but knows he can't
legislatively, he asks for a Constitutional
Amendment. Frankly, this wonries me.
What if he runs out of proposed amendments? What if come next January, after a
summer proposed amendment to outlaw poverty or to repeal the first amendment, he can't
come up with another one? Hopefully, Jesse
Helms could step in a suggest a ban on
modem art or an amendment requiring every
American to smoke one pack of cigarrettes
made with North Carolinian tobacco every
day, but who knows?
Maybe the Democrats will get into the act.
Jnstead of joining Bush in his push for prayer
in schools, after having seen this year's proposed allocations for education, they could

0

know
togeta
beer

around
here?"

B iff
looks
for a
very
small
place to crawl away and hide. So, in
order to be accurate and impartial it
is necessary to card every person
each time they want a beer.
This brings us to the second part
of the policy: Only one beer at a
time. Seemingly simple isn't it?
Yet, it is incredible how many
peeple will try to grab more than
one beer at a time, even after being
told to their faces that they cannot
do so. Eventually, some of the
more brilliant people are struck

Wednesday and decided to cele-

by Jeffrey Berman

t

mend the amendment to be about prayer for
schools. Then again, praying for our schools
seems to be about the greatest commitment
Bush will maketoimproving
education at the
lower levels. We don't really need an amend-

ment to cover that.
President Bush, in a speech before a national convention of religious broadcasters,
indicated he "continues to support a Constitutional amendment
allowing
prayer in
schools" which, the majority of Americans
support. Two nights later he delivered his
second State of the Union address before both
houses of Congress and on national television. He did not mention prayer in schools.
Why? If this is an issue in which he truly

believes; if we as a nation cannot maintain
our "high moral fiber" (which, as the latest
studies show, won't come from oat bran)
without prayer in public schools, then why
not let the majority of Americans who supposedly back such an amendment hear his
support?
The honeymoon with Congress looks
about through. Fights over proposed budget
allocations could erupt along partisan lines.
Right now, the last thing the President needs
is to overreach his appeal to the extreme right.
And the last thing this country needs is another ill-conceived proposal that distorts our
nation's ideological foundations.
Let's all pray this is the last we hear of
prayer as the solution to America's woes.

with an ingenious idea. They go
through the line once, then they
hand off the beer to a friend and
make another trip through the beer
line. Then they retrieve the beer
from the friend and voila, two
beers. Not quite, The entire reason
this part of the policy exists is so
that once can drink without winding up face down in the gutter, or a
toilet, or some aliens life form's
bedroom.
The last part of the policy isoddly
enough, the one I have the least
trouble enforcing. Perhaps this is
so because it happens so infrequently. The Bartender has the
power to shut down service to any
individual or towards the party in
genentl. Thankfully, I have never

had to shut off a party. However I
have had to cut off a few peeple.
Ifoneormoreoftheseconditions
are met I will shut someone off.
Drunkness, belligerency, repeated
attempts to not be carded or grab

~

g.....
:"
~
~
.:::!
.'"

more than one beer. the person in ~
question is giving their beer to C
someone else who is not of legal "tl
drinking age. I do not enjoy cutting ~
peeple off, but I will do it if it is ~
necessary.
This policy exists to promote a
positive, safe atmosphere for drinking on campus. It also exists to
safeguard the school in case of a
lawsuit The policy is a thin wall

between our current existence and a
dry campus. Bartenders should not
be abused for following this policy.

Don't Just Ask
for a Light ...
by Alice W. Maggln
CONNThought Editor

Washington, D.C., the capital city of our country, notorious site of
scandal and other questionable behavior. Congressmen trading highway funding for tickets to the Kennedy Center. Mayors smoking crack
cocaine. Lobbyists prostituting the system. After spending six months
in the Capital City I have encountered many similar offenses. When I
returned from D .C.l was barragged wilh questions: bow W"l' it? wbatdid you do? did you meet

anyone famous? aren 'r the metros nice? One question ~asdifferent, one friend asked what

gave me hope. My initial reaction was to answer, nothing. Then I thought if! really believed
no hope exists, I would have no faith in the American political system, which is untrue. So
what gives me hope?
Altruism. Not easily discovered or necessarily trusted but it can be found. Philanthropic
individuals are a dime a dozen in D.C. Giving a few thousand dollars to the National
Symphony or Homes for the Homeless does not make one altruistic, it makes one generous.
True altruism has a more sellIess quality. A number of organizations fit my definition of
altruism. The Children's Defense Fund heads the listCDF
was created to provide a voice
on behalf of the nation's children. Through research, public education, community organizing
and monitoring federal legislative policy (A less offensive way of saying congressional
lobbying), CDF seeks to change specific policies resulting in the neglect or mistreatment of
millions of children. The organization believes that the needs of children must take a higher
place on the national agenda if our country to grow and thrive in the coming century.
Those who work at the Children's Defense Fund are often peeple at the top of their fields
who need more than the satisfaction of a pay check at the end of the month. Some employees are cynical and hardened against current political realities, but they have chosen to engage
in sometlring positive rather than accepting apathy or hopelessness.
CDF is the em bodiment of altruism because it does not receive money from wealthy clients.
It does not receive huge amounts of publicity for its successes. It does, however, receive
results. Feweradolescentgirls
are getting pregnant, more women are receiving pre natal care
more infants are being immunized and soon more children will have fedentlly funded child
care.
I think this is what George Bush meant when he referred to the "thousand points of light"
solving our domestic ills. I believe organizations like CDF can help domestic problems, but
I think President Bush overestimated the number and wattage of the bulbs.
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Student Evaluations: Time to Re-evaluate?
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by Maria Gorril'
The_C_OU_eg<_V_oIa

_

At Connecticut College there is
a lot of debate about teaching:
what is the best way? Student
evaluations provide feedback
which the faculty finds valuable
for improving certain aspects of
courses. Currently, student evalu-,
ations are reviewed by student advisory committees. These vary in
each department and from year to
year.
Dr. Richard Moorton, associate
professor of classics, suggests a
return to the more objective. numerical
student
evaluation
"...The idea
system
once

__

used

at the college. Various aspects
of
the
course,
such as the
availability
of the professor
or
the respect

partment,
The publicizing of these evaluations would require a professor's
consent In addition, the information would supplement the regular
departmental student evaluations.
Moorton referred to the ancient
Greeks who understood that "there
are two kinds of competition: destructive, as in war, and constructive, as in comparing yourself toothers to excel, and to do that you need
feedback ..The idea of striving for
excellence should apply to faculty as
well as to students."
He readily concedes that in such a
system.tough courses would consistently
be
ranked lower
than
more
of striving
popular,
"fluffier"

for excellence should
apply to faculty as well
as to students, "

courses.
"We have an

intelligent
student
body,"
he
-Dr. Richard Moorton
says. "They
won't
just
,- Associate Professor of
take courses
Classics
that get wonderful numthat (s)he accords to students, bers for the wrong reasons."
Dr. SCOll Warren, chair of the
would be rated on a scale of one to
ten. These numbers would be Botany Department, expresses a
translated into percentages. This need for caution regarding a publidata would be made available to cized numerical system. In his opinion, "If it's that public, it's not volstudents and faculty, perhaps
untary.T'm
leery about a number or
through the library. A student
could select teachers who received a rank that can express someone's
teaching. [But] I can see it from a
high ratings in the teaching
method to which the student telt . student's point of view." Warren
best suited. A faculty member frankly stated that "there's a lot of
could compare himself to other fear of it becoming a popularity confaculty members outside of his de- test," He feels that it could impede

L-_-.

•

......-AskKen

academic freedom and integrity "especially
to

untenured

teachers."

Warren sees
students as a reliable source of
feedback on the
form of teaching
but not the content. Making student evaluations
public
would
give more weight
to the form of the
course, and such
an
emphasis
could undermine
the substance.
"However ."
he says, "the flip
side
is
that.i.we've got
to do something
about how we
evaluate teaching on campus.
[The system 1 we
have now

..

~
~
~
~
c

IS In- C,)

consistent
and ~
not fair to anybod "
rot h y ';,
James, dean of Cl
faculty. states
that "as a social
Dr. Richard
scientist,l get very aervous about
putting numbers on things where
you don't have sufficient data."
Shefeels it would bedifficultto set
up a numerical evaluation system.
"You'd have to identify these effective teaching methods. Then
you must weigh [them] ...How do

r!~

______________________

Do You know Your Facts?
Although there is a great deal of information on AIDS available through the media, there are still
many misconceptions about AIDS and HlV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus). This quiz will test
your knowledge. It is important to know the facts about this disease and how to protect yourself and
YOIJ{family. Are these statements True or False? Answers will appear next week.

___
___

___
___
___
___
___

can express someone's
teaching. "

interests of the

,AIDS QUIZ

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Moorton, associate professor of classics
youweighthedifferences?
..[There evaluations] the schools I feel are
are] teachers who are good for a lot successful use summaries rather
of students versus teachers who are than numbers."
exlraordinaryfor a f:,w."
. I Students opinions vary on the isSmith contmues: What consu- sue. Marguerite White, '93, thinks
tutes good teaching IS hard to the publicized numerical system
find .. .it dewould be helppends on the
"['m leery about a·
ful in picking
mesh between
classes
but
..., the talents and
number or a rank that
fears it ill feel-

I. Women cannot transmit AIDS.
2. You can get AIDS from donating blood.
3. There is currently a vaccine to prevent AIDS.
4. The early syrnptornsof AIDS are general and similar to the symptoms of other diseases.
5. Receptive anal intercourse is the highest risk sexual activity.
6. People can look and fcel healthy and still transmit the disease.
7. AIDS has been transmitted by sneezing.
8. AIDS has been transmitted by mosquitoes.
9. If you shoot drugs with your own needle and never share it you can't get AIDS from
shooting drugs.
10. Pregnant women will not transmit the virus to their babies if they avoid nursing.
11. AIDS is transmitted by public swimming pools.
12. The virus which causes AIDS is found in saliva and tears.
13. Most cases of AIDS are from New York and California.
14. In the United States, people who have received blood or blood components make up
2.6% of the total cases of AIDS.
15. You can become infected with the virus that causes AIDS after having sex just once
with someone who is infected already.
16. If it has been more than five years since you have used drugs (IV) and you feel healthy
you can not be infected.
17. Most cases of AIDS are found in gay or bisexual men.
18. AZT has been shown to cure AIDS.
19. AIDS is the leading cause of death for 3D-year-old women in New York City.

teacher and the
talents and interests of the
student, and
how
they

-

ing

Dr. Scott Warren,
chair, Botany Department

L

..

interact together." She continues,
"A scale system is bound to be
unfair because you can't quantify
adequately for a weighted scale
all the factors that constitute good
teaching ....[As for publicizing

among

teachers.
Carla Munroe, president
of
SGA,
thinks
"that

students
should have the right to know what
the teaching styles of different professors are before they go in the
classroom and experience it...it's
just one more factor in choosing a
"

CAMPUS PIZZA

Full menu, fast friendly service
Right to YoO'"door.
467 Williams St.
CaII443-1933
FREE DELIVERy

"Ask Ken." is a cOll/inuing series of articles submitted by Ken Willett of
thL New London AIDS Ceraer.
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Gaudiani to Host
~

SGA To
Consider
Another
Impeachment
P ro posa I

•

Student Dinners t""

~
Claire Gaudiani,'66, president of the coUege, and her husband Dr. David I!

Burnett will again host student dinners this semester at the President's
House.
Gaudiani called the dinners "really a wonderful opportunity to get to
know students. "

NewsEdltur
and
Associate
__________

_

_

~
~

News Editor

Jamie Fisfis, '91, house senator S
of Lambdin, plans to propose com-Cl -;
promise legislation concerning the Jamie Flsfts, '91, Proposal Sponsor
impeachment and removal of
fication of constituents upon reelected student officials.
mova!.
Fisfis' legislation will be disFurthermore, the proposal allows
cussed at the Thursday, February 8 for confidentiality to be denied if
meeting of the Student Govern"there is compelling reason to bementAssociation Assembly.
lievethat..theimportanceofpublic
SGA debated similar legislation
disclosure of the details of the misproposed by John Maggiore, '91, conduct supercedes the merits of
house senator of Lazrus, for three
Honor Code confidentiality,"
consecutive weeks in November,
Confidentiality may be denied
and eventually voted it down 16only by a 2/3 vote of the removal
15, failing to reach the necessary 2/
hearing committee.
3 majority.
"My polKey con'If something happens
icy is meant
cerns over the
,
k d
to be flexnow, then we re stuc an
original proible with the
posal
in then we'll get even more
c han gin g
eluded
the
criticism.'
opinions of

~
.'"
;;;
~

The "quiet and casuaI format" of the dinners aUow students to ask the 'll
president questions or express concerns, and Gaudiani said she enjoys ~
being able "to share my thoughts on those things."
~
The dinners will be held on March 29, April 2, April 17, and April 30,
and guests will be chosen by lottery. Sixteen to eighteen guests will be
invited for each dinner.
Students wishing to attend should submit their name and choice of date
to Nicole Breck, Student Government Association director of public
relations, at Box 3112.

by Jacqueline Suteropoulos

Sarab Hundey

f
r

-=~~~~~=~~=-~~~==========

notification
of constitu-

the
-

Jamie Fisfis, '91,

ents, and the
Senator
application
L
of
Honor
Code confidentiality.
"There's a feeling that things
were very disorganized last time
we went through this," Fisfis said.
He called his proposal "wellorganized," with "a balance of
powers and a separation of powers."
Fisfis' proposal, as it currently
stands, requires the immediatenoti-

of Lambdin

dents,"

I

proposal must receive 2/3 of the
Assembly vote, and then pass a
campus-wide referendum. Fisfis
expects the referendum to be held
later this spring.
It was discovered last fall that
impeachment and removal proceedingsneedclarification,whena
house governor was removed from
office after an infraction of the
social Honor Code. At the time,
SGA was harshly criticized for it's
hasty and inprecedented actions.
"Ifsomethinghappensnow,then
we're stuck and then we'll get even
more criticism," Fisfis said.

Fr=~=~=~::================il
President's Travel Log
um
Eml1
January 6, 7, 8
January 12
January 24

February 13

Florida
Dinner for Development
in San Francisco
Cocktails in New York
after Executive Board
Meeting
Development day with
cocktails in Fairfield!
West Chester - Alumni
Event

stuhe

said.

The proposal stipulates that upon removal, a student
may not hold another SGA position
"until the first meeting of the following year's SGA Assembly,"
If passed, the legislation would
apply to all members of Studen'
Government, except for Judiciary
Board members, who have their
own procedure.
As a constitutional change, the

"Blueprint for the 90's"
Continuedfromp.J

The committee's purpose is
to assess "the structure of
student government."
"I
proposing a mechanism for change where
change is necessary," Maggiore said.
"
Many Assembly members .~
.
c
applauded the formation of:>
the committee.
.
"Generally, I think its an "0
excellent proposal, it's very ~
progressive,"
said Huao ....
Hwang, '91, chair of aca- '0
demic affairs.
]
However, Nick Holahan, ";;
'90, house senatorofB urdick, ~"'''--o--'''o-~---,--'
said "I'm not completely con- John Maggiore, '91
vinced with [the committee's] negovernance," he said.
cessity."
After several friendly amendHolahan feared that the Ad-Hoc
ments pertaining to committee
Committee would "increase the bumembership, the proposal passed
reaucracy it's trying to cut down
26-2-1, with Holahan and Jason
on."
Stewart, '90, house senator ofLar"SGA is a committee on student
rabee, dissenting, and Stephen
WHIPPLE
Montjane, '92, house senator of
.
Hamilton, abstaining.
TYPING SERVICE
Committee elections, which inin Mystic
clude one student at large, will be
held next week.
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SGA set aside
this ptilpose.
.Robert Shea, '91, president of lhe jublot class. S48I I I~
~forSG'A
members lit the beginning of eadl acai'mric year.IOMoowiu:olll*.
Joseph Tolliver, deaD ofstudenllifo,sald"I
would notCLi t e ~(F ,dvorytJalledding] It)
the posiliOll" of SGA membem, fearing lhat studoot would betductiRt to
ofI'ice'"
assume the responsibility ofbartending.
"Volunteers don't do as good a job as paid peopIo." Tolliver added.
Nicole Breck, '90, SGAdirector ofpublicrelations,saidduringcommiueeannouncements
tbatiegisiatioo concerning SGA executive board electiou rules wooId be ptoposed sbort1y.
JeannieThornma, '91. chair of the StudentActivities COlIDCiI,announcedlhat SAC wottld
be holding a dance marathonfor MuscularDyslropbyAssocialioo,'" Fhat the8llnual
Cram would be held on Wednesday, February 21.
Kevin Dodge, '92, assistant to the president of SGA, spoke about plans for the first SGA
Intersebool Conference, to be hosted by ConnectiCut College.
"This is something lhat's been Iried year aft« year •.JIIId hopefully this is the stan of
sometIting bigger: he said.
OreniecllllllOUllCedlhattheHartfordBaIletwooldperCormaconc:ertpreviewalthecoIIoge
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~Bang Utot Poster
Black History:
~Creates
Controversy
Month Event:
.,
C~fr
.... pJ
anymore,it'sjustwhallhisadmini~ said Flanery.
stration is doing," Graham later
~
"They didn't consider their ac- added.
~ tionsonhosepostersobscene,"she
Flanery admitted that she had
~ said, noting that she hadn't decided heard negative rumors about Bang
to cancel the show until meeting Utot before, but thatlhere were no
.:! with the band.
formal complaints. In an interview
...
Bang Utot members admitted before Friday night's show, she
that lhe poster could have been of- asserted thatlhe band was forbidfensive to some, but defended their den from playing anywhere on
right to use the poster, even though campus that night and lhat they
it was shocking.
would be shutdown if they did. She
"Are we not supposed to put up wasnotavailableforcommentafter
anything that
the Abbey
offends anyconcert.
body?" quesThey didn't consider
Car
Ia
~

Yosef
Jochanna

8

tioned Mark
Graham, _'92,
lead singer of
the band.
Drum mer
Stephen Barnes, '91,called
the poster "not
offensive, but
eye-catching,"

their actions or those
posters obscene. '
_ Trudy

Flanery,

Coordinator of
Student Activities
L..-

•

Munroe, '90,
president of
the Student
Government
Association,
strongly supported Flanery's actions
and said that
the poster

and accused Flanery of censorship.
was "definitely" offensive. She
"How far does it go is our ques- also faulted the band for playing
tion."
Friday night. "I think it's wrong if
Graham also questioned if they went and played somewhere
cancelling the concert was appro- else."
priate even if the poster was obMost student leaders agreed that
scene. "What's the rationale be· the poster was offensive, but some
h i n d
questioned
thaL?.. What's
the adminithe poster got
'They'retryingtofind
stration's re-

a way to shut us down
entirely,jor good.'

to do with the
product?"
He admitted
that he found
another one of
the band's advertisements
offensive and
was willing to
make a public

Mark Graham,
'9'
2, lead smger of
Bang Utot

-

L..-

apology for both. That poster
showed a young girl eating a 00nana in a manner suggestive of oral
sex.
The decision to play-in Abbey
Friday night seemed 10be based on
a mixture of deception and defi·
ance,
Graham claims
that Flanery
. 'I think it's
only prohibited the show
in Larrabee,
but he spoke
angrily about
both the ad.

ganized for
Worn en's
IRights,
la-

beled both posters as "degrading to

women.vandsupportedthecancel-

Dr. Yosef A. A. BenJochannna of the African History Department at CUNY visisted Connecticut College Friday, February 2to speak in celebration of Black
History Month.
Jochanna addressed several issues in regard
to Black History Month: what has "caused
Africans to be ashamed of their ancestory?"
Jochanna quoted Malcolm X saying, "If a slave
had the chance to kill his sick master, the slave
would reply 'Are we sick master?,''' proving the
point that Africans were erudaved inboth body
and mind.
"Now." said Jochanna, "we think we are free,
but we are still fighting against our own
people." Jochanna used the example of Africans fighting against African-Americans for ~
jobs in the United Slates. "I didn't think people~
from the Carribean could take jobs away from ~
African-Americans: 1 thought they were the:'!
same people."
Jochanna impressed the point that Africans ~
arecooslaDdy beingcompared to the white race. _
"We don't have to be the shadow of something 1!
else," Jochanna said in reference to the state- ~
mentthatHoward University is the "Black Hac- ~
vard. Why do we have to be the black version II
of anythingr

band in that manner. "
Cait Goodwin, '90,

the turn-out
at Friday's
show was
the best for
any
Bang
Utot show

Campus Representatives Needed
Earn free trip and big commissions by selling
Cancun, Mexico, NassaulParadise Island &
.
Europe.
For more information call toll free at 800283-8767 or in Connecticut at 203·975-8833

stand yourself' so that you can then be "proud."
In addressing the smdentsof Connecticut College,
Jochanna said, "when you go 10college, it'Simportant
not to lose touch with reality. Satisfaction with oneself is also important but satisfaction doesn't mean
that you can't improve."
The event was co-sponsored by Unity and
S.O.A.R.

8

-a

ministration
POWR Executive
all year.
and the possi"All the
Board Member
bility of fur.
fuss
they
ther disciplimade over
nary action.
these posters will get us noticed,"
"They're trying to find a way 10 he said.
shut us down entirely, for good," he
said. ''The band doesn't mailer

,

Unity

lation of the Larrabee concert. "I
think it's exploiting women to adSeveral times throughout the lecture'"
vertise the band in that manner."
The publicity boon of such a Jochannarepeatedthatitisimportantto·undercampus controversy has not escaped GraSUMMER POSITION
ham, who
exploiting
noted that

women to advertise the

-

sponse.
Cait Goodwin, '90, a
member of
the executive
board
of
People Or-

Speaks At

,;;",:;:;==:=:==;,..:.,:-:--====::;===:;;--=::..1
Dr. Yostf A.A.Ben Jochannna

AT CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

June 24-August

11 (7 weeks)

COORDINATOR

for 6-week EtDERHOSTELProgram
Live
in Hamilton Housefellow SUI'te. Ad m ilOIS
. t er pre1
panned,6 week-long residential programs for 4S men
and women
aged 60-90
A full - ti me pOSitIOnrequirlOg
. .
.
.
.'
maturity, 1ea~~rShIP, self-confidence, humor, and understan 109 and enjoyment of older people ..
Salary

plus

Room and Board

Call or come to the Office of Continuing
Education
107 Fanning
Campus Extention:
7566
447-7566
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Professor Robert E. Proctor's Book Honored

f

~

Wins Association of American
College's Fredric W. Ness Award

t

~
e-

back, in an auemptto broaden liberal educa- nity [through] common readings [and leeClaire Gaudiani, '66, president of the col- ~
tion and maximize the potential of humani- tures]," bas been undertaken by the Intema- lege, called Proctor "an extraordinary credit"
ties' influence.
tional Studies Certificate Program Collo- to the college."
!'>
RobertE.Proctor,professorofitalianand
He says, "The phrase 'the humanities'
quium.
"I'm particularly happy he's heading the 18
director of the Center forintemational S tud- warms almost everyone's heart. But why
In his book, Proctor uses these premises as Center [for International Studies]," she said. <:>
ies, has been honored as the recipient of the can't we define them? Because the original he traces the birth anddeclineoflbehumaniProctor's book was selected from 23 en- '1:l
Association of American College's Frederic humanities aredead and we have found noih- ties. He then proposes the route and influ- tries. Jo Ann Flora, chair of the book selec- ~
W. Ness Book Award.
ing to replace them."
ence in the future of education with an out- tion committee and academic dean at "
The award, named for the president emeriCiting the problem that ''people teaching lined sample curriculum.
Stonehill College, said "We all thought
tus of the AAC, recogn.,::ize=s-=th::e:..:boo=k::..::w-=h::ic:::h'----o::n::.:co~ll:::eg'e:e~cam~:rp~use~s
today no longer share a
The curriculum Proc;.to=-r
::su::;g~g:::es::ts:...::en:::c::o:::m:----'[Pr~oc~to::.r'.::.s~boo=k:c]~w.:.;as
a very fme piece of
"contributes most to
common culture," passes the study of
scholarship, worthy
the understanding of
Proctor considers humanities throughof an academic book
liberalleaming."
', ••Theoriginalhumanities
the recovery and out the four underRobert Proctor is 'an exawardbecauseitcan
Proctor's
book,
are dead and we have
understanding
of graduate
years.
traordinary credit to the
be admired by other
"Education's Great
d
liberal education'S Some colleges and
colleee,'
scholars.It'saninnoby Sarah Huntley
Associate News Editor

fi

Amnesia:

Reconsid-

oun

nothineb to replace

past essential to in-

b

universities, such as

vative piece. an origi-

ering the Humanities
them. '
tellectual discus- the University of
031 contribution to
from Petrarch
to
sionanddebate.
Chicago, require stu- Claire Gaudiani, '66
ourlbinking."
Freud, with a Cur_ Robert Proctor,
During the aca- dents to participate
TheAAC,founded
riculum for Todays
"
demic year 1979- in a humanities sePresident of the College
in 1915, is highly rePro. essor of Italian
Students," is a re1980, PrOClOr and ries as part of the ,
garded as Ibe "nasource "to help stuseven faculty rnern- general education
tional voice for libdents, faculty and administrators of a liberal bers, with funding from the National Endow- curriculum.
eralleaming." Proctor was presented with
arts education recover and engage in nourish- ment for the Humanities, engaged in a faculty
Proctor hopes that Connecticut College's
the award at the annual AAC meeting in
ing dialogue with our past," said Proctor.
seminar which later became an undergradu- administration, with its emphasis on "tradi- January.
The book studies the humanities in light of ate course at Connecticut College, in the tion and innovation," will recommit itself to
Proctor considers the award '" ...the most
how they used to be defined and how they interestofunifyinglboughtsontheoriginsof
an emphasis on the humanities in liberaledurewarding form of recognition I could reshould be defined in today's culture. In his humanities and sparking intellectual dia- cation. At some point, he would like to see ceive.'''
inttoduction, Proctor presents the argument logue.
the college develop a curriculum similar to
Copies of the book are available in the
~Ib;;a:;;.t
,;;sco;h~o;;;lar;;;s;,,;;,m;;:u,;;st~l:;;oo;;:k;.:ah;,;;ea=d';,;r:,;;a.th~e;.r
,;;1b;;;an~_,;,Pre_se;;;n.tl.y,;,;,
th
.. ejigo;;:a1
.. o.f'..;'c.rea
.. ti;,;;n)!;:;,;;;a.co;;:m
.. m.u.-.thiiiiie.o.neiiiOiiiUiiitliiii·n,-ed~in
his award-winning book
library and the bookstore

Hale Lab Break-In
Conti.nu&1fromp.J

Robert Askins, associate professor of zoology, and David Ewart, a scientist wilb the Nature Conservancy, have received a grant from the U.S. National Park Service to study the irnpactofHurricane Hugo
on hird populations in Virgin Islands National Park.
Askins presented apaper, "Effect of Habitat Fragmentation on Wintering Migrants in the U.S. Virgin
Islands," January 8 at a symposium on the ecology and conservation of migratory birds, sponsored by
the Manomet Bird Observatory.
Ann Sloan Devlin, professor of psychology. bas become a board member of The Covenant Shelter
of New London, Inc.
Robert Gay, visiting associate profesSor of sociology. will publish "Neighboorhood Associations
andPolitical (hange inRia de lauerio," in an upcomming issueof"lAIinAmericanResearchReview."
Gay also presented papers titled "Community OrganiZalionand Political Patronage in Contemporary
Brazil" and "Modes of Political Incorporalion and Prospects for Democracy in Brazil" at recent
American Sociologists Association meetings.
Dorothy Buckton James, provost and dean of faculty, published 'The Changing Nalure of the
Presidency" in "Separation of Powers in the American Political System" edited by Barbara Kni~ht.
James has also been elected to Ibe board of directors of !he Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Educauon
Fund.
A new edition of !he book ''ViclOria Ocampo: Against the Wind and the Tide," by Doris Meyer.
Hispanic studies, has recently been published by !he University of Texas Press. The publication
coincides wilb the lOOth aruiiversary of Ocampo's birlh. The original worlc was done under an NEH
Fellowship for independent Study and Research, 1977-78.
Cynthia Rubin, associate professor of art, is exhibiting atthe University of San DiegoGrove Gallery
& Verbum Magazine's juried PC art exhibition in LaJoUa, California through February 3.
h, was
Fran Shields. adjunct assistant professor of physical ed~tion and men's l~~
recently elected vice president of the New England Intm:olleg1llle Lacrosse Assocl3uon. ShIelds was
elected to the post at NElLA's annual meeting in conjunction with !he U~ted ~tates ~n~llegiate
Lacrosse Association'sconvention in Hartfordon December 1-3.1989. Shields IS also m hIS first year

co:ac

as amember of the USR.A executive board.
David Vayo. instrUClOfin music, had his electronic composition. '7~ Elostic," ~
WBFR.FMinRochesll:t.N,V,0ct0ber4.1989.aspartof!heprogramdedlC8tedlOexperunentalmUSlC
and audio art.

"'7r

,

J Alan WiDter professor ofsociology. served as a discussant ata session on "Comacland Conjlicl
. C·
-_n"'ofd1e
Associatioo forJewish StudiesandAssociation for
In omemporary'."""....,."e-J
.......
the Social ScientifIC Study of Jewry.

:----'---I~-

that no balances were taken, and estimated their value at $2.000 each.
Fontneau plans to inventory all chemicals Monday.
•
Branchini called Ibe entry "worrysome," especially in light of !he
"problems allover campus."

History Department Gift
Fund Lecture
"ProstitUlion in20th-Century Shanghai" is the titleofa lecwre
to be given February 13 at 4:30 p.m. in Blaustein Humanities
Centerroom 210.
Gail Hershatter, associate professor of history at Williams
College will present Ibe talk, which is this year's History Department Gift Fund Lecture, an annual address sponsored by an
anonymous alumna of the college.
The talk is free and open to Ibe public.

Black History Month
John Mason will speak on Wednesday, February 7 about "West
African Religion Being Maintained in the New World."
The event is part of Black History Month.
R~porltr's Notebook Compikd byJacqlUliM Soleropoulos
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First Place Winner Of Columbia
Scholastic Press A ward

NEEDS NEWS
REPORTERS
Meetings Monday, 5:45 p.m., ern 212

ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
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Ted Hendrickson's "The Landscape as Site and Sight" at Cummings

t>

l!

_

~

And .... _
Arts &: Eatertalnment

Editor

~---------

..

Had I been more careful upon my
first entrance into the exhibit, I
.~ would have avoided the pitfall
~ ProfessorTed Hendrickson wished
~ us to avoid. Had I taken the time to
:::: read Hendrickson's
statement,
,~
~ mounted under glass on a tree
~ stump in the middle of the exhibit,
I would have realized that I had
fallen into the trap, The twenty-odd
pictures are not of pretty landscapes
that have been toned with gold and
selenium to make them look even
more attractive but rather of the
devastation of New England's forests and the way we, the public,
have come to accept that devastation and regard it as beautiful.
The exhibit, titled "The Landscapeas Site and Sighs," on display
through February 14 at Cummings
An Center, is a poignant reminder
that a major natural resource of
New England,forest lands, is rapidly falling prey to the expansion of
man.
At first glance, Hendrickson's
pictures seem to be the usual, runof-the-mill, forest and water pictures that Ansel Adams made famous. Taken with large format
cameras that produce sharp detail

~

It

the trash on the shore
becomes more obvious.
At fITStsurreal, the photograph achieves a biting realism when the
reason behind its existence becomes clear.
What was originally
viewed as a pretty picIture of trees and waters
has matured into a statement on the predicament of New England's
forests.
There are no pictures
that leave you breathless, nor are there any

the nations forests will be recognized in time to save them from

which are so upsetting
that they will you to irnmediately write your
congressman
for
stronger environmental
legislation. Simply, as
you walk back to your
dorm from Cummings,
Hendrickson's
work
will lead you to think
about your favorite spot
in the Arboretum, or the

I. For what 1955 film did Ernest
Borgnine win an Oscar?
2. Who produced "Bridge on the
lRiver Kwai"'!
3. In what film did CaryGrantplay
the character "Devlin?"
~. What Stanley Kubrick film has
Sterling Hayden plotting a robbery at a racetrack?
5. Who directed "Last Tango in
IParis"?
.

exhibit. Shot in NOrthCS~=~;-,--;:.:..==:..-;:~-==:-::;:::~~~~~==~
trees near your house at
Stonington, Connecti"The Landscape as Sue and Sight," on display at
home, or the tree in
cut. this gelatin silver
Cummings Art Center
which you built your
print. toned with selenium, seems others of Hendrickson's exhibit, first treehouse. Fully appreciated,
surreal with its arching tree
soon begins to explain its appear- Hendrickson's exhibit will spark
branches and rellections in the anceas the bottles underthe water's memories from the past and a hope
water. This image, though, like the surface become more apparent and in the future that the predicament of

Send all answers to Box 4088.
The flrst set of correct answers
received wins a gift certificate
good for a FREE I 6" pizza from
DOMINO'S.

and extremely accurate

reproductions, the portraits present images
pleasing to one's eye
and one's sense of artistic balance.
Upon closer inspection, though,the images
present
disturbing
panoramas of the disregard for nature man has
exhibited during the
past decades.
Displayed are trees that
have been stripped
down to their bare
trunks, rivers filled with

---I

~~=

beer cans and candy ".
wrappers, and pa1Ches~
of forests empty save"
for piles of wood chips~
and mounds of dirtthatc3
are the only clues as to~
what had previously in- ~
habited the area.
l:
One of the most:2
memorable pieces is iii
located on the far right :l
as you walk into the 1;
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Mike Borowski returns to the
A&E pages with a review of
Broadway's new hit. ..

•City of JIngefs •

sponsored by DOMINO'S

Pizza

Driving Miss Daisy" Offers Great Acting ... and Much More
Simon O'Rourke
The College Voice

In this age of dazzling special effects,
"Driving Misslraisy" stands out and reminds
us that very often less is more. A simple story
of the 25-year friendship between a wealthy
old woman and her black chauffeur, "Miss
Dairy" is builton terrificacting and sly twists
of meaning which make this one of the best

DriYin, Miss Dais, Is

DOW

playing:

• Myst'" Village at 7.tOpm and 9,ISpm
Saturday and Sunday matJDftS at 2:30pm
Phone number:

536-4227

movies in recent months.
The film offers a gentle view of Miss Daisy
Wertham (Jessica Tandy) as she faces old
age, racial prejudice in Georgia in the middle
of this century, and her own sense of place as
a Jew within a world she has essentially

blocked out of her mind. After she wrecks a
car, her concerned son (Dan Akroyd) hires
Hoke Colburn (Morgan Freeman) to serve as
his mother's personal driver. Upon Miss
Daisy's reluctant acceptance of Hoke - an
elderly negro - as her driver, we see the two of
them become close friends as he ferries her to
and from various errands and social engagements. Most of the movie is concerned with
showing us the dichotomy of southern society in the context of the relationship between
this white Jewish woman and her black
chauffeur.
Morgan Freeman is stunning in the role of
Hoke. His attitudes and mannerisms - from
the instinctual "Yes'rn" to the infectious.
side-splitting guffaw - are effective and preciseelementsof acomplex man. His wisdom,
love, and years of life in Georgia provide him
with the incisive - yet surprisingly subtle ability to see the truth, however well-hidden
it may be. Hoke shows Miss Daisy how loving people can be - and she unconsciously reciprocates his gestures by teaching him to
read. Jessica Tandy portrays Miss Daisy with
a delicacy and candor which perfectly com-

plements Freeman's superb rendition of trusively examines the personal side of race
gentle Hoke. The two of them work so well relations.
together that we walk out of the theater with
The photography in this movie excels.
renewed confidence in the skill American ac- Landscapes, plants, faces, cars (there are lots
tors.
of beautiful old Hudsons and Cadillacs
Beneath a veil of insuhere!),and huge blue skies
lated wealth, Miss Daisy
"[Morgan Freeman's]
are shot with clarity and
nurses deep emotions
attitudes and mannerhonesty. A good dose of
about prejudice that are
humour mixed with a few
cautiously revived by the
isms•.. are effective and - genuine
tear-jerkers
loving presence of Hoke.
precise elements of a
makes "Miss Daisy" wellAs their lives progress to- complex man."
balanced and very easy to
ward old age and the stark
watch. Not only do we see
reality of death, they each L--,
~ carefully
painted and
learn to see the world as the other does.
Woven throughout a film built on the world
of appearances are threads of subversion and
violence which both HokeandMissDaisyreIlect in their daily travels and exchanges.
And against the background of seemingly
static southern ,-------society and the
changing quality
of
American
thought. "Driving
MissDaisy"unob-

the
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Mystic'iI Celebrated Victorian Landml;lrkposters, tapestries, imports. ..so much more

~

man.

"'.ke

o:lt 89 off 1-95 to IS Water Street, Hi.Jtoric Downtown Mystic·

striking personalities here, but the film is fantastic at using details to create a larger effect.
For a great combination of fine acting, comedy, visual splendor, and intriguing sublety,
"Driving Misslraisy" is atough acuo follow.

Counselors
Summer employment. Female and male. Outstanding 8week girls' camp in Maine needs instructors in the following activities: tennis, swimming, waterskiing, sailing, canoeing, kayaking, ropes/outdoor living skills, rock climbing, horseback riding, silver jewelry, pottery, nature arts
and crafts, gymnastics, dance, lacrosse, field hockey,
basketball, softball and soccer. American Red Cross (or
equivalent) ALS required for all waterfront positions and
outdoor living, with WSI preferred to insttuct swimming.
Excellent salary, travel allowance, rootblboard, laundry,
unifonns and -linensprovided. College credit available.
For infonnation and application call 301/653-3082 or 207/
998-4347 days, or 301/363-6369, 207/783-4625, or 703/
339-8060 evenings or weekends.

536-3891 • Open 7 Days .•

"~

TRIPP LAKE CAMP
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
Lehman Continues Poetry Series
Monday 2/5190
Lyman AlIyn~:"M1itIIl
and jewelry in silver. gold J
Exhibition hours: Tues.-sat..
accepted. 443-2545

Lauren Klatzkio
Assodate Featuru Editor

n.$.

Wednesday 217/'JO
Dana Han: David Hagan playing'rourillliJ~
A1Ili&1I1ii.MiiM
Mozan'sTenVariations(Unser~1ollBlulSli'llusS'sSmhlgl&sljmand Franz Lista's Sonata inB minor.'11lisCOllCAllllsS\n:Jllily_Mforallmy
Mozart 106 friends. Concert begins at 8:00, Am8zilla IIlICCIpIioP ~by
recllption aide. Ashley Young. following Ihc petCormance,

.~

No.~.
fellow
Ihc official

Thursday 2181'JO
Dana Hall: SCholars from throughout New England willpreselll.sIx Iec:turel\beg\nIIiJlg wilh
David Smaley, professor of studio art, 819:00 a.m .• examining ways 1beCOlllJl\llCl':iS
being
used in music. dance, painting, sculpture and graphics.Lecturesnm lIlroughOutlhcday. Admission charged. 447·7706
9:45 a.m·"Computer Imaging"
II;OOa.m- Computer Animation Display
1:15 p.m-"lmaging Biochemical Phenomenon on 1beMicrocomputer"
LJ p.m- Demonstration of experimental computer applications to music
2:45 p.m- ISSue: Should the contemporary painter use the computer as a
painting medium?
Oliva HJlII:LostHorizon (restored 1937 version) starring Ronald Colman and Sam}afCe;
8:00pm

Saturday 2110/96
Palmer Auditorium: Pilobolus Dance Theater. Le Monde Magazine in Paris says ''Zeez iz
goode." Admission: General- $21-$18-~IS-$12; Student- $15-$12-$9-$6

A tradition of bringing the newest and most
exciting modern poets 10 campus continued
Thursday night when DavidLehman read his
work in the chapel library. Lehman, who describes himself as "a full-time writer," is the
author of the collection "An Alternative of
Speech." He isalsotheeditor "Ecstatic Occasions, Expedient Forms." an anthology of
poems written in different forms with comments by their authors.
Lehman read workfrom "An Alternative to
Speech" and "Operation Memory," his newest hook, which will be published by Princeton University Press in the spring. The most
striking feature of the reading was the ease
with which Lehman switched style and form.
Humor is often difficult to capture in poetry, yet Lehman managed to be funny without sounding forced. He began the reading by
informing the audience that "someone once
said that every poetry reading should have
something old, something new. something
borrowed, and something blue." His first
poem, therefore, was one of his older pieces,
"The Difference Between Pepsi and Coke."

This poem subtly blended humor and love in
a description of the myriad qualities that
contribute to the humanity of one man, the
poet's father. Lehman qualified the poem by
Sunday 2111196
Oliva Hall: Young Frankenstein (1974) starring GeneWilder and Madeline Kahn: 8:00p.m. explaining that it "was written long before the
Providence, Rhode Island School of Design: Recital. Kathryn Roth. uaverso.end Peter cola wars between Pepsi and Coke broke
es, harpsichord. will perform music of J.S. Bach. Ticlcets are $8. $6 for students and I ouL"
In another poem, "Gift Means Poison in
seniors citizens at the door. 3:00 .m.,MuseumofArt,224BeneGtStreet,
4Ql 831-36331

I

German," Lehman once again skillfully ~
blended the comic and the thought-provok- ~
ing. The poem talked of his 12-year-old ~
cousin, a survivor of the concentration camp $')
at Dachau, and asked what she must have t;
thought driving into New York City and :g
seeing streets filled with gift shops.
'"
Lehman then moved on to "something ~
blue." "Toward the Vanishing Point" is a ~
canzone, a form which has 65 lines but only
five end words used 13 times each. "Blue"
was one of those words.
Next came "something borrowed."
Shakespeare's play King Lear provided the
title for the poem "Shake the Superflux:" In
this poem, Lehman displayed some new and
startling twists of language, including the
striking phrases "the aphrodisiac of disaster"
and "avant-garde weather" and the random
line "Funhennore I shall enurneratesome varieties of tulips" which led to the conclusion
that "Mostly, as I've implied, it's the names
of things that count."
Lehman concluded by reading "something
new." A poem entitled' "The End of the Affair" as well as the title poem from Operation
Memory. Lehman "was trying to read different kinds of poems" during the reading.
However, despite the variety of forms and
moods in the poems, some recurring themes,
such as a father figure and rain, tied the work
together.
The variety of thoughts and emotions
aroused by Lehman's work made the reading
. a fascinating experience and a worthy continuation of this year's poetry series.

"Boomerang": The Best of Siouxsie and the Banshees
Taylor X. Hubbard
The College Voice

Seemingly out of the blue comes
"Boomerang." the latest offering

of the Creatures. The project is the
product of the extra-curricular activities Siouxsie and 'Bansheebeat,' Budgie, gone incognito in
their efforts to create music that
falls out of the restraints and expectations of the aging institution
known as Siouxsie and the Banshees. As a vehicle to cUI through
the excesses which the Banshees
have built up through the years, its
release could not come as more of a
relief.
Siouxsie and the Banshee's last
album, "Peepshow, despite its
merits, only proved that after
twelve years of existence, the band
remained unwilling to break away
from its twisted blend of fevered
voodoo drama, bizarre glamour,
grandiose sound. and their customized misanthropy. Cellos, keyboards, and accordians may have
muted the white noise, and their
musical interests and sources may
have broadened to encompass the
likes of Ennio Morricone and
Brecht, but the Banshee's unwillingness to change has only made
me realize that there is only so
much one can take of the Banshee's
nightmare world. A lingering crush
on Ms. Sioux, however, and therecollection of lime having stood still
when "Christine" unfurled off my
record player have prevented me
from losing all faith.
It has been six years since the

Creature's first and last project.
Their debut album, "Feast," would
have been more aptly-titled
"Siouxsie Goes Hawaiian." There
was little to suggest that the material wasaradical departure from the
usual Banshees fare. The frenzied
Polynesian motifs and primitive
percussion seemed to serve only as
a substitute for flailing guitars, and
Siouxsie's distinctive wail sounded
the same even though half the lyrics
were tribal chants- and most likely
about bloody bones and black
magic at that.
"Boomerang" was recorded last
May in rural Cadiz.Spain. As with
"Feast," Siouxsie and Budgie take
advantage of the vibrations and
various elements of the location.
Although the duo wrote and arranged all the songs, and played
mostoflhe instruments, local musicians contribute the horns, xylophones, and flamencos that embellish most of the album. The songs
cover a broad range of subjects,
many dig into the scenery of the
locale, such as "Manchild, the
story of a bitter family feud, and
UVenus Sands:' an exotic depicI;on of nature's turbulance. But of
greater significance, the sun seems
to have gotten to Siouxsie in places.
While "Boomerang" may be
populated by dying skies, unyielding hosts, hornet's nests, and rabid
kisses, there are also translucent
man o' wars. olive groves, apricot
trees, andalucian sunflowers, and a
virtual kaleidoscope of over-ripe
imagery. Furthennore, the Creatures seem to be having fun on this
album.
Siouxsie manages to

lighten up long enough to do what
appears to be a witty send-up of
Prince with "You?" Throughout
the album are clever plays with
rhyme and rhythm. such as the
sparse and syncopated "Untiedundone" and the thrilling "Fury
Eyes." On "Pluto," Siouxsie, accompanied by hilarious space-age
synths, speculates what life is like
on the "dot." On the energetic
"Speeding," Siouxsie is caught in
the midst of a swirl of traffic and acCONNECTICUT

cordians, At the same time there are
also placid moments of introspection, such as uWillow." There are
the inevitable touches of doom and
gloom, as illustrated by the drowsy
funeral-jazz of "Killing Time" and
the mock operatics of "Simoom,
but these are not overburdening and
are actually quite effective.
At times, "Boomerang," because
it is SO refreshing and seems to take
on a life of its own, brings 10 mind
the Banshee's 19S0album, "Kalei-

COLLEGE BEGINNING

doscope" It was on this album that

the Banshees made their big break
with the conventions of punk and
started toying with keyboards and
quasi-arabic guitars, and created a
monsoon-swept paradise place of
desert kisses and lunar camels. It
was the last really good album the
Banshees made and "Boomerang"
is the best album the Banshees have
not made since then. . I hope
Siouxsie and Budgie go on another
vacation soon.

1990 SPRING EVENING
SIGN
LANGUAGE

SESSION

A non-credit
introduction
to Basic American
Sign Language.
Students
learn
basic vocabulary
and sentence
structure.
The principles
of grammar.
reading
and execution
of sign are developed.
Enrollment
limited.
8 weeks - February
28 - May 2 (no classes during Spring Break)
Wednesdays.
7 - 9 p.rn. Fanning 302
Fee: $100.00 (text extra)
INSTRUCTOR:

Betty
Beekman,
Program,
National

Director
Theatre

CONVERSATIONAL

SIGN

of
of

American
Sign
the
Deaf

Language

LANGUAGE

A non-credit
course
building
on the skills developed
in Beginning
Sign
Language.
Students
further
their study of the conversational
aspects
of
American
Sign Language
through
exercises
building
vocabulary
usage, sentence structure.
signing execution
and reading.
Prerequisite:
Beginning
Sign Language
or its equivalent
or permission
of the instructor.
8 weeks - February
26 - April 30 (no classes during Spring Break)
Mondays. 7 - 9 p.m. - Fanning 305
Fee: $100.00
(text extra)
lNSTRUCTOR:

L-

Betty
Beekman.
Program,
National

Call Extension
Register
Now
"'Q....fJ.jfi"'c~ of
ContinuiUll

Director
Theatre

of
of

American
Sign
the
Deaf

7566
for
information
Through
February
21
Education
. 107 Ea.==iL-

Language
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COMICS

sex, lies,
and videotape

CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers
CLOSE CONVENiENT LOCATION
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HILL) 443-6371
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SPORTS

Men's and Women's SWimming:

Camel Swimmers Crush Salem State University

~

!

~
~
second in the 50 yd. free and 100 "
by Sam Ames
The College Voice

yd.
breaststroke, and Judd ~
Balmer, '93, who won the 100 S'>
yd. backstroke and second in the ~
200 yd. Individual Medley. '"
Sophomores Alexios Carayan- ."
nopoulis, Alfred Rosa, and Dan ala
~
Stromberg won the 50 yd. free, ...
100 yd. fiy,and 500 yd. freere- spectively.
If this talent wave continues
every year, Hagan feels the tearn
will become a force in the next
few years. The new pool that
will be built behind the hockey
rink in two years should also
help the team, Hagan says the
size is still in question but adds
that the pool could be suitable for
water polo if built correctly.
This would enable the swimmers to play water polo in the fall
to condition themselves for the

...

Last week the Camel swim
team had an impressive showing against. Salem State, rallying after a defeat by Clark earlier in the week. Many talented
Camel swimmers won multiple'
events to decisively seal the
Conn victory.

Conn swimmers dominated
Salem. The men placed first in
ten out of eleven events with
fi ve second places. The women
won nine races and hoarded

seven seconds.
The meet
seemed more like a competition
betw~n Conn teammates than
between teams. The closest
finishes often involved two
Conn teammates with the next
Salem swimmer eating their
wake.
Three women and a man from
Conn each won two events by
1, swims y t e competit on
t ga,
comfortable margins. Laura
Victories like this are infrequent for the Fahey, is slowly building theCarnels. Hagan
Ewing,'93, won the 200 yd. freestyle and 100
says many talented swimmers have joined
buttert1Y'flne
Traer, '91, won the 100 Camels since they have a tough schedule and
the team in the last two years, and a "good
backstroke and 200 Individual Medly, and are few in number. This was the first win for
nucleus"
has formed for a strong future team.
"Chris Watson,'92, sprinted to victory in the the women this season and the men's second
Ewing
and
Anderson are just part of a tal100 and 50 free. Mike Anderson, '93, con- (The men previously beat Bridgewater St.).
ented
pack
of new swimmers that make the
tributed to the men's cause by winning the I 00 Despite many losses this season, Head Coach
team's future. Greg Rose, '93, placed a close
Doug
Hagan,
who
is
assisted
by
Maureen
and 200 freestyle events.

Sguash:

swimming season.
The New EnglandCharnpionships are scheduled for late February , and Hagan feels that the
team will improve on last year's results. The
women will "definitely do beuer" than last
year in the relays. Traer, Ewing,Watson, and
Louise van Order, '90, form a 200 yd. Medley
relay team that is expected to fair well, but
much hard work still remains before that
happens.

Men's and Women's Squash Teams
Making the Best of It This Year

by John Carey
The College Voice

The Women's Squash team has
been working hard this season to
matchtlast year's ranking of 19th in
the nation. After losing Laurie
Fullerton, '92, to a term abroad,
they did manage to get Robin Wallace, '93, to complete the ladder.
On Tuesday, January 30, the

women slipped to an evenly
matchedWesleyansquad, anditall
carne down to the wire in the last
match. Conn unfortunately ended
the day with a 5-4 loss. "To be
honest, it could have gone either
way-we both had good teams."
said Co-Captain Amy Spain, '90.
Next weekend the women'steam
is determined to demonstrate its
talents at Yale for the Howe Cup.

Whip me, beat me, make me listen to mid-fi audio
Step up to hi-fi with 70% to 35% of the oriainal
cost on the finest audio equipment made!

For three days, thirty tearns from 3
divisions will meet in attempt to
fight for first place. Spain feels that
the team, which finished second in
its division last year, has an excellent chance at first place this year.
As of the weekend of January 21,

the Connecticut men's team took
another loss to Army, whom they
played on Sunday here at Conn.
After arriving from West Point that

morning, the Army team dressed,
ran a brisk 2 mile run, and like old
friends, congenially met with the
Camels in the courts. Strange?
"Not really, they're agood bunch
of guys." said Co-Captain Paul
Harris, '90. "We lost to them last
year and again this year, but we
always enjoy playing together."
Losing 8-3 with a few 3-2

matches, the men smiled and took
their defeat graciously, undaunted
and ready for their next match at
Babson, whom they beat last year
8-1. Apparently, they anticipate a
repeat performance.
Next week, Holy Cross will
come down on Wednesday to play
theCarnels. Favored to win, after a
shutout against Holy Cross last
year, the Conn team hopes to rebound with a sound victory.

•

A combined effort by lhe secQI\d
by Friday.

fIllot'llHlMlil1!

Yluaw research, ConrCU£-Jofinson,Carver, Yl.dcom,:J,{c[ntosh, Luxjnan, Spica, /Ihreshold, 'J{akamicfii, ana much. This week's question$:
morel
1.Who is the only active NHLgoalie 101IIIve~"~~~~=
llIusli_ siI!n
MaIko a pndictillR twdlls year's
Some current ualues: 'Tana6erg cassette deck; mint condi !- Who gmced thecover oflllsr .sSporlS
ISSUe, due out next week.
tion, on[y rival to fJ{gf('Dragon. Orig. $1600- fvm me
3. Who bolds the record fotmostpoiata
~Auwlba?
4. Who was involved in the ~
1leI.lII_lIIo MIs ~F8tks Kinlf 1IIId_'New ylllt RMC s'1
$575.
5. Who was in the NCAAFinatl\lurin
1985?
PS Yluaw PS4J{ preamp witfi 6eefea
Last week's answers:
power supp[y, mint cond. orig. $690· from me $255.

"".NHL __

Cal[ mefor a consultation- J .R. @ 444-9036
Items are either: new, used, demo., or modified fine print
of course, [ikg af[ gooa deals, restrictions app[y.
Ylna tfon 't worry- it's af[ [eqitimatel
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Ice Hockey:

~

J
.::

Conn Humiliates
Wesleyan
===-_---:--

--=-by.::Tim=.::AnD=..
The Coil ... .......
Voke

The Men's Hockey Team took
~ two big wins in Dayton arena this

~ week by defeating Bentley and
~ Wesleyan. On Thursday, February
::'!c I the Camels faced the Bentley
U College Falcons from Waltham,
~ Mass. Bentley had a physical
lineup but could not contain the
more talented Camel squad. The
Camels eventually wore down the
Bentley team not only physically
but mentally. The Falcons were
forced into making bad passes by
the tough Conn defense.
Matt Cann, '93, said "We played
together as a team. Bentley was a
continuation which carried over
from past games. "
Bentley soon found itself 10be

down in the third period 8-3. The
Camels' next victim was the
Wesleyan Cardinals. The Camels
got off to a slow start but soon got
back into form. Wesleyan cameout
at a furious pace shutting down the
Camel's offense in the first period,
but they could not keep up the pace.
The Camel offense led by Mike
Moccia, '90, and Joe Cantone, '90,
brought the Camels back to life.
Mark Chase, 92, DJ. Crowley, '92,5•
and Matt Hopkins, '93, all scored in ~
the Conn offensive surge. The g
.
0
Camels went on to Will the game 8- ';
3.

,

,"

~

Coach Doug Robens was pleased ~
with the performances of his team ';.
this week and hopes they will play
as well at their game at Amherst on
Tuesday.

•
Clk;;:;;o=;;.;~=~~=-_-============"-'-'=======~===~
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Women's Basketball:

Camels Cruise Past Trinity for Fifth Straight Win
byJobnBlrnsteel
The College Yoke

is currently ranked 15th in the Division IIIrebounding with a 12.5 average.
"Because we're an up-tempo team," said
Lessig, "we need rebounds to control the
pace. And we got them." The Camels are
ranked first in the nation in rebounding mar.gins with a 19.2 advantage.
Elizabeth Lynch, '92, who is currently
rankedl8thin the nation in field goal percentage with 55.4 led the game with 20 points including 6 of 6 from the line.
The victory is the Camels' fifth straight,

Men's Basketball:

They are hoping to extend that streak 10six
when they go up against Clark at Conn on
Tuesday. Clark is ranked first in the nation
and should prove 10 be a very challenging
game for the Camels. Trinity, however, only
lost to Clark by ten points so it sho~n
exciting matehup.
.."nn~~
The high scoring Conn team is second in
the nation in scoring as they are averaging
over eighty-six points per game. and they

-

hold the highest scoring margin of any team
as they are thrashing their opponents by over
thirty-five points on average.

Conn Loses Overtime
Thriller to Trinity
by Day Post

Acting Graphics Editor

The Men's Basketball Team went into Saturday's game against the Trinity Bantams
sporting a 9-5 record. The Bantams came to
Conn with a 6-5 record.
Both teams came out on fire 10 begin the
game, but it was Conn who took theearly lead.
Conn kept up the paceandledat the end of the
first half 37-29.
The Camels continued 10lead until the last
ten minutes of the game. The Bantams had a
two point lead, but with 3:33 to go in the
game MichaelPenneUa, '92, stole theball and
carried it up COUlLPennella passed it behind
his back to Derric Small, '91, whohandeditlO
John Lawlor, '91, for an easy lay up and the
lead. The Bantams quickly responded with a
three pointer, The Camels regained the lead
this time when, with no time left on the clock,
BohTurner. '93,seoredonatumaroundjump
shot,

With :58 10 go in the game the score was

tied at 63, and the Bantams called a time-out
after which they scored. With :18 on the
clock the Camels had one last opportunity to
stay alive. SmaJltook the ball to the top of the
key and landed a ten foot jump shot 10tie the
game with 4 seconds remaining. Trinity was
unable 10score and the game went to overtime.
•
The icing came for the Bantams when, with
1:59 to go in overtime, the referee gave Trinity the ball after a questionable call. This led
to a 5 point Bantam lead. Conn then pulled to
within two when Small banged home a three
pointer from the perimeter. With: 15 on the
clock and the Camels down by 3, Trinity
turned the ball over. Unfortunately the
Camels could not put in a three pointer to tie
the game and lost 74·71.
Conn played solidly at both ends of the
court and were led by Small and Pennella.
Tbe Camels also used their bench effectively;
Ben Lodmell, '93, and Ted Frischling, '93,
both had excellent garnes.

Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to MIKE MOCCIA, '90, and JOE CANTONE,
'90, of the men's ice hockey team. Moccia had one goal, and Cantone
had two to lead the Camels past rival Wesleyan. WHS& DWG
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